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Abstract. A general framework is presented for finding all solutions
to systems of nonlinear equations, or proving that there is no solution
to the problem. Components of this framework are interval arithmetic,
affine arithmetic, constraint propagation based on directed acyclic graph
(DAG) representation of the problem, a pruning technique based on
linear programming and a local approximate optimizer. The proposed
method is implemented in C++ and will be released as an open source
standalone solver. An important feature of the solver is that it is inter-
faced with the AMPLR© modeling system. Numerical results on difficult
benchmarks and comparisons to other solvers are given. The favorable
effect of exploiting common subexpressions is also discussed. Real-world
problems from chemical engineering, having multiple solutions, are suc-
cessfully solved.

1 Introduction

Solving systems of nonlinear equations constitute an important part of the ev-
eryday practice in chemical engineering. Interval analysis has been applied to a
wide variety of problems in chemical engineering, an overview of the pioneering
work of Stadtherr and colleagues are given in [38]. Reliably computing multi-
ple steady states of distillation columns is crucial to their design, simulation,
control, and operation. Computation of these multiple steady states requires
solving large-scale systems of nonlinear equations. Even professional simulators
dedicated to these problems return a single solution at a time without indicat-
ing possible existence of other solutions [23, 57]. Consequently, finding multiple
solutions / proving uniqueness of a solution requires making a troublesome case
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study. Continuation methods seem to be the only general methods capable of
finding the above multiple solutions to those large-scale systems of equations
[34, 35, 57]. The goal of the authors’ research is to develop such an alternative to
continuation methods that is guaranteed to find all solutions and can efficiently
handle the above-mentioned large-scale systems of nonlinear equations.

Several general purpose solvers exist that provide completeness; the reader is
referred to the survey of Neumaier [44] for an exhaustive overview. The paper of
Belotti et al. [8] gives a thorough review of the latest results achieved since the
paper of Neumaier. Those components of the authors’ solver that are considered
to be new and / or different compared to the other solvers are the linearization
technique based on the mixed affine arithmetic and interval arithmetic model
[30, 54], the efficient implementation of the pruning technique based on linear
programming, and the local search heuristic.

2 Implementation of the proposed method

Outline of the implementation is given in Figure 1 on the following page. The
user processes the model of the problem with AMPL [12]. The output of the
AMPL, a plain ASCII text file, is passed to the solver. Roughly speaking, this
text file contains the directed acyclic graph (DAG) representation of the problem.
Function Main coordinates the iterative search procedure. Two DAGs are built
using the DAG template library in function Main: one using the interval data
type of the interval arithmetic library C-XSC [17] (interval DAG), and another
one using the affine data type of the affine library (affine DAG). The DAG
template library and the affine library are implemented in C++ from scratch by
the first author.

The interval DAG is used for constraint propagation as described in Section 5

of the paper of Schichl and Neumaier [49]. Forward and backward propagation
are repeated as long as the box is ‘sufficiently’ reduced. According to the authors’
best knowledge, this kind of propagation was first proposed by Kearfott [25]. The
powerful consistency technique “HC4 is in essence Kearfott’s [25] Algorithm 3.1
with particular ordering” [15].

The affine DAG is used for evaluating the equations. This evaluation yields a
linear enclosure since affine arithmetic is a linearization technique as well. This
linearized system is used for pruning: it is made hull consistent [9] with respect
to the current box by applying LP pruning as discussed in subection 3.3. The
heuristic of Tobias Achterberg makes this pruning efficient. The LP solver GNU
GLPK [14] is used through its C interface.

If the box cannot be ‘sufficiently’ reduced further, the local optimizer IPOPT
[60] is started from the midpoint of the box. The local optimizer either finds a
solution or returns a local minimizer for the constraint violation (L1 norm).
Solutions are displayed to the user as soon as they are found. IPOPT is used
through its C++ interface; the AmplTNLP class provides almost all that the im-
plementation needs.
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Fig. 1. Outline of the implementation.



If the width of the box is above a certain threshold, the box is split into
smaller parts after the local search. A simple splitting rule is proposed at section
Local search heuristic, which takes into consideration the result of the local
search. All of the above procedures (starting with constraint propagation on
the interval DAG) are repeated on each smaller boxes iteratively. The search
terminates with a list of (not verified) solutions.

3 Characteristic components

3.1 The AMPL modeling system as interface

The output of the AMPL modeling system is basically a DAG representation of
the user’s model, in a custom format. The AMPL/Solver Interface Library (ASL,
[13]) provides routines to handle this output, which makes it relatively easy to
attach (local) solvers to AMPL. Quite unfortunately, the ASL uses the double

data type. A complete rewrite is needed to make ASL work with abstract data
types like the affine data type. The first author implemented the necessary C++
function templates to build the corresponding DAG of arbitrary type from the
output of the AMPL. The DAG class templates implement the evaluation of the
equations and the forward-backward propagation. These templates are referred
to as the DAG template library in Figure 1. Simplification / transformation of
the DAG is a feature to be implemented later.

The COCONUT environment [44, 47, 50] also provides tools to read the out-
put of AMPL and to convert it into many other formats, e.g. C source, GAMS,
LGO and GlobSol format (latter in FORTRAN 90), through the custom DAG file
format of COCONUT. The COCONUT environment also implements evaluation
of, constraint propagation on, and transformation of DAGs.

3.2 Linearization technique / linear relaxation

Numerical evidence published in the literature, e.g. [29, 30, 42, 43, 62], seem to
indicate superiority of the linear enclosure

L(x) = Ax + b, x ∈ X, A is a real matrix, (1)

proposed by Kolev in a number of publications, compared to the traditional one

L(x) = A(x − z) + f(z), x ∈ X, A is an interval matrix, (2)

such as the interval Newton method. The former has the following advantages
over the latter when applied to solving systems of nonlinear equations.

1. The solution set of Ax+b=0 has a much simpler form, the hull solution is
straightforward: X ∩ A−1

b.
2. Linear programming is directly applicable to prune the current box, as the

enclosure is convex.



3. Keeping track of the correlation between the computed partial results and
the original variables is automatically achieved during the computation of
(1) with affine arithmetic, yielding tighter enclosures.

There is no significant difference between (1) and (2) with respect to the compu-
tational efforts [4, 5]. The authors empirical comparison [4, 5] of the linearization
techniques (1) and (2) is in good agreement with the above cited results [29, 30,
42, 43, 62]. The properties and the implementation of linearization technique (1)
are further discussed in [3].

3.3 Efficient implementation of the LP pruning

The LP pruning makes the linearized system hull consistent with respect to the
current box by solving the following LP subproblems for all i-s:

min/max xi

subject to
bL ≤ Ax ≤ bU

xL ≤ x ≤ xU .

(3)

In (3), the constraints are directly yielded by the evaluation of the original
nonlinear function with the mixed affine and interval arithmetic model, and the
bounds of the box. Application of this or similar variants of LP pruning has been
proposed by many authors, e.g. [8, 24, 32, 33, 37, 39, 40, 61, 63].

It seems as if there were 2n LP subproblems to be solved (where n denotes
the number of variables). This is not the case. The minimization / maximization
subproblem i is skipped if xi equals its lower / upper bound, respectively, in any
of the primal feasible solution vectors obtained during the pruning procedure.
The gain is evident.

Manipulating the objective does not influence primal feasibility, therefore
only the first LP subproblem has to be solved from scratch. All the other sub-
problems use the optimal solution of the preceding subproblem as the initial
primal feasible basis and skip Phase I of the primal simplex algorithm.

The number of simplex iterations in Phase II is reduced by choosing the
sequence of subproblems as discussed below. The näıve sequence [4] to process
the LP subproblems would be min x1, max x1, min x2, max x2, . . . etc. The
subproblems min x1 and max x1, however, are likely to produce completely
different solutions. This can result in a lot of simplex iterations when using
the optimal solution of subproblem min x1 as the initial basis for subproblem
max x1.

The following simple heuristic is used for selecting the next subproblem.
Find that variable which is the closest to its lower / upper bound and the
corresponding subproblem, i.e. min xi if xi is close to its lower bound or max xi

if xi is close to its upper bound, has not yet been considered in the pruning
step. This heuristic is based on the assumption that the current basis is not
far from the optimal solution of the chosen subproblem. Numerical evidence [3]
shows that this is a reasonable assumption in practice. This is referred to as
Achterberg’s heuristic.



3.4 Local search

Local search is integrated into the solver to test two expectations.

1. The local solver is expected to find solutions in a far earlier stage of the
iteration (i.e. in wide boxes) than the interval solver itself would find them.

2. The found solutions may help to find the component to split.

3.4.1. Requirements. A plain implementation of a local nonlinear system
solver, e.g. direct application of Newton’s method for nonlinear equations with
unit step lengths, is inadequate to study the above expectations. The following
requisites are the key to success.

1. Given an appropriately chosen merit function (e.g. L1 or L2 norm of con-
straint violation), the local solver should (almost always) converge to a so-
lution or to a local minimizer to constraint violation in the current box. In
other words, it has to tolerate poor initial points because the midpoint of
the current box is chosen as initial point in every iteration. Both line search
and trust-region methods meet this requirement [45].

2. In connection with the previous point, bound constraints on the variables
have to be handled by the local solver. This ensures that only the current
box is searched, prevents the method from ’jumping out’ of the domain of
interest and / or converging to solutions that are not physically meaningful.

3. A robust scaling method has to be implemented in the local solver. Many
practical problems are badly scaled. Even problems that are globally well-
scaled can become badly scaled in certain boxes, i.e. they can become badly
scaled locally.

All of the above requirements are satisfied by the restoration phase [59, 60] in
IPOPT. As it is shown in subsection 4.4, IPOPT is able to converge to the so-
called unstable steady state solution of homoazeo40 from a poor starting point.
This solutions is missed by state-of-the-art methods dedicated to this problem
even when supplied with a good starting point [23]. This fact corroborate that
above properties indeed are the key to success.

3.4.2. Discovering solutions in early stages. The trivial benefit of getting
solutions quickly is that they can be analyzed while the usually time consuming
computations are still in progress. Even if the interval solver fails to deliver any
result in acceptable time because the problem is too complicated, the local solver
may still find solutions. This is exactly the case with benchmark homoazeo40 to
be discussed in subsection 4.4.

If the search procedure is abandoned due to time limitation, the proposed
method degrades to a ‘smart’ multistart method. It is smart because the interval
solver acts as an accelerator by discarding parts of the box that cannot contain
any solution. As a consequence, the local solver has to search just in those parts
that may contain solutions. The boxes become smaller and smaller during the



branch and prune procedure and the likelihood of finding a solution increases.
One may go even further, and perform local search in every box from several
initial points generated by an appropriate heuristic algorithm. If the search was
not abandoned, the method would find all solutions.

The sooner the solutions are obtained, the more likely they can be exploited
in the splitting step. This is discussed further in the next subsection.

3.4.3. Splitting heuristic based on local search. Several authors have pro-
posed incorporating some sort of local search method to accelerate the overall
efficiency of interval methods, e.g. [11, 20, 22, 26, 28, 31, 48]. A particular proposal
(back-boxing) is the following. If a solution found by the local approximate solver
can be verified unique after appropriate inflation, then it is cut out from the box
by splitting the box into (at most) 2n subboxes, where n denotes the number of
variables. One of the resulting boxes contains the verified solution exclusively.

The authors have no doubts that this is a reasonable approach, especially with
respect to the parametric slopes as proposed by Kolev [31]. However, forming 2n

new boxes does not seem appealing in case of those problems that are of interest
to the authors. The real-world problem extr22, also computed in [3], has 418
variables. Suppose the local solver finds (the otherwise unique) solution before
the very first splitting and this solution can be verified. Then, splitting according
to the above proposal would result in 2 × 418 = 836 boxes, and these boxes are
likely to be split further. However, this problem can be solved by examining no
more than 3 boxes.

After this observation, another splitting rule is tried here. If there is no known
solution in the current box then apply bisection. If the box is known to contain
a solution then split the widest component of the box into two, and assure
that the solution is ‘not close’ to the bounds of the new box not containing the
solution. In other words, try to avoid creating a new box that is (expected to be)
difficult to discard because of the nearby solution. The ‘not close’ is quantified as
follows. Let w denote the width of the component to be split, and let xS denote
the corresponding component of the solution. Compute the following two points
xS − pw and xS + pw with an appropriate positive parameter p (e.g. p = 0.20),
and split the component at the one closer to the midpoint of the component.

There are many straightforward alterations to this very simple splitting rule,
e.g. the component to be split may be chosen by other measures than the width
(for example MaxSmear [6]); split the component into three if xS is sufficiently
close to the midpoint of the component; separate found solutions by splitting;
consider local minimizers for the constraint violation as well if the maximal
constraint violation is smaller than a pre-defined threshold (‘almost solutions’)
etc. A major issue with local minimizers to constraint violation is that they are
likely to change with the norm used and / or with scaling. Nevertheless, they
may indicate that a particular region in the box is difficult to discard because it
contains an ‘almost solution.’ Linearization techniques of type A(x − z) + f(z),
using the point of expansion z when computing the linear enclosure, may benefit



from local minimizers for constraint violation [18] (11.4 An inner iteration, pp.
244–246).

4 Numerical results

All the difficult benchmarks from [37] are taken on which QuadSolver outper-
formed the other solvers because the other solvers either failed to solve the prob-
lem within the time limit or showed poor performance compared to QuadSolver,
and the system of equations can be evaluated with the functions implemented so
far. (E.g. evaluation of x3 with affine arithmetic is not yet implemented). Those
benchmarks that have an rev suffix, which stands for revised, are a transformed
form of the corresponding benchmark. The applied transformation is discussed
in subsection 4.3 Exploiting common subexpressions. The problem eco9 is taken
from the COCONUT benchmarks [10].

Jacobsen91, homoazeo20, homoazeo40, extr22, extr30, and LLE3 are new
benchmarks proposed by the authors and are made publicly available on the web-
site of the first author: http://reliablecomputing.eu. Reliably computing multiple
steady states of distillation columns is crucial to their design, simulation, con-
trol, and operation. Four of the five solutions to Jacobsen91 correspond to the
steady states of a distillation column (ideal two-product distillation) [21]; the
fifth solution is infeasible in practice. The homoazeo40 has three solutions; they
correspond to the steady states of a distillation column (homogeneous azeotropic
distillation, ternary system). The homoazeo20 has one solution and differs from
homoazeo40 in the N, N F and D values (number of stages, feed stage location,
distillation flow rate, respectively); D can be chosen as bifurcation parameter.
The extr22 and extr30 are the models of the extractive distillation column
computed in [3] with 22 and 30 theoretical stages, respectively.

The benchmark LLE3 contains the necessary condition for liquid-liquid equi-
librium of a ternary mixture discussed as Example 2 in [41] and Problem 1
in [55]. In these publications, the necessary and sufficient conditions forming a
global optimization problem are solved, this formulation is superior to LLE3. The
liquid phase split (ternary mixture) problem in [3–5] is similar to LLE3, but with
different parameters and / or different formulation.

The proposed method is guaranteed to find all solutions assuming exact arith-
metic. The current implementation does not use directed rounding for various
reasons. This can results in loosing solutions due to the rounding errors but there
is no evidence of lost solutions in the current study. All computations have been
carried out on an Intel Pentium 4 machine at 2.6 GHz, running Kubuntu Linux
8.04 (kernel 2.6.24-23-generic), gcc 4.2.4 with flag -O3 (target: i486-linux-gnu).

4.1 The effect of local search

Table 1 shows that the local solver finds many / all of the solutions before the
interval method itself would find the first solution. This confirms the expectations
discussed in 3.4.2. Discovering solutions in early stages.



Table 1. Comparing the number of boxes examined before finding the first solution
with and without local search. The local solver finds many / all of the solutions before
the interval method itself would find the first solution.

First
solution
found by the 
local solver 
in box 

First
solution
found by the 
interval
solver in box 

Solutions found by 
local search 
before the first 
sol. of the 
interval solver 

LLE3 62 451 1/1 

didrit 1 133 4/4 

jacobsen91 1 33 5/5 

kinema 1 246 8/8 

yamamura196 1 14 2/2 

eco9 1 11190 13/16 

camera1s 2 235793 16/16 

camera1s_rev 1 811 12/16 

geneig1 2 51981 10/10 

geneig_rev1 1 3597 10/10 

lee 29 72501 2/2 

lee_rev 3 374 2/2 

katsura7 1 2065 38/44 

stewgou40 1 44348 40/40 

homoazeo202 3 124 1/1 

homoazeo402 1 - 3/33

extr222 1 2 1/1 

extr302 1 5 1/1 

The results of the local search are ignored in the splitting step. 
There is no evidence of lost solutions (due to rounding errors). 
(1) With initial intervals [ 10.0, 10.0] due to lack of information. 
(2) Problem specific splitting rules are applied. 
(3) Completing the search is not possible yet in reasonable time. 

The bottleneck of the algorithm in the previous implementation [3] was the
LP pruning procedure. It was assumed that incorporating a local solver would
not change that. As it is shown in Table 2, this assumption does not hold in
case of the studied examples with the current implementation. The entire im-
plementation of the proposed method uses sparse data structures, including the
local solver IPOPT. The studied examples are small and their Jacobian is dense,
whereas IPOPT is meant for solving large and sparse NLP problems. As a re-
sult, this is not surprising that the local search considerably slowed down the
procedure.

To back up this guess, some tests have been carried out. The subroutine DMNHB
from the PORT Mathematical Subroutine Library [46] satisfies all the require-
ments listed in subsection 3.4: it uses a model/trust technique, handles variable
bounds and has a built-in scaling algorithm. All the subroutines in the PORT li-
brary are meant to be used for small and dense problems. The benchmarks eco9,
lee rev and geneig rev were involved in the test, on which IPOPT imposed a
significant overhead. They are solved with less than 10% overhead if DMNHB is



used as a local solver. The issue with DMNHB is that the model, at the moment,
has to be manually transformed to an optimization problem (minimizing the L2

norm) in the AMPL modeling language. In contrast, IPOPT minimizes the L1

norm automatically. Switching to other local solvers (e.g. DONLP2 [52, 53] uses
dense linear algebra; ipfilter [51, 56]) is an option to be investigated.

Table 2. Comparing computational efforts without and with local search. The table
also shows the favorable effect of exploiting common subexpression (benchmarks with
the rev suffix); n denotes the number of variables.

 Without local search With local search 

  n Solsa

Number of 
boxes not 
discarded Splits

Time
(s)

Solutions
found by 
the local 
solver

Time
(s)

LLE3 49 1 4 261 21 1 31 

didrit 9 4 4 232 2 4 8 

jacobsen91 19 5 5 85 2 5 3 

kinema 9 8 8 317 3 8 10 

yamamura196 30 2b 2 21 1 2 2 

eco9 8 16 26 15009 76 16 451 

camera1s_rev 15 16 20 833 19 16 38 

geneigc 6 10 11 98122 389 10 3149 

geneig_revc 17 10 11 2510 69 10 126 

lee 9 2 31 87172 979 2 3751 

lee_rev 27 2 3 231 19 2 36 

katsura7 8 44b 48 23503 213 44 744 

stewgou40 9 40 603 34166 1136 40 2128 

The results of the local search are ignored in the splitting step. 
There is no evidence of lost solutions (due to rounding errors). 
(a) Number of solutions is known from external sources. 
(b) Not all solutions are verified. 
(c) With initial intervals [ 10.0, 10.0] due to lack of information. 

4.2 Splitting based on the results of the local search

Unfortunately, the proposed splitting rule does not seem to make use of the found
solutions, as it is demonstrated in Table 3. The reason may be that the splitting
rule does not significantly differ from bisection. Other splitting strategies are to
be studied, for example separating solutions by splitting.

4.3 Exploiting common subexpressions

As demonstrated in Table 2, the difficult benchmarks camera1s, geneig and lee

become easier to solve after a straightforward transformation. A new variable
(and equation) is introduced and this variable replaces all the simple nonlinear



Table 3. Comparing the computational efforts with and without considering the results
of local search in the splitting step.

Without
considering the 
results of the 
local search in 
the splitting 

step

With considering 
the results of the 
local search in 

the splitting step

  Splits Time (s) Splits Time (s) 

LLE3 261 31 263 31

didrit 232 8 244 6

jacobsen91 85 3 80 4

kinema 317 10 321 10

yamamura196 21 2 31 2

eco9 15009 451 15103 427

camera1s — (929)a 161511 4798

camera1s_rev 833 38 707 32

geneig 98122 3149 76025 2397

geneig_rev 2510 126 2225 116

lee 87172 3751 83026 3753

lee_rev 231 36 235 36

katsura7 23503 744 24581 761

katsura7_rev 17458 1020 17814 1009

stewgou40 34166 2128 33238 2026

There is no evidence of lost solutions (due to
rounding errors). 
(a) Function evaluation fails later due to an 
    implementation design flaw. However, all
    solutions are found by local search in 929 s.

terms appearing multiple times in different equations. For example in the lee
benchmark, the expression xb1*xb2 appears in equations 4, 7, 8, 9. The following
equation is appended to the original system: xb1*xb2 - v1 = 0, and variable
v1 replaces all other occurrences of xb1*xb2; etc.

For other transformations and tricks, which make difficult benchmarks easy
to solve, the reader is referred to [1]. Exploiting common subexpressions is almost
always fruitful; it can reduce computational effort by several orders of magnitude
and rarely makes the solution procedure slower. A thorough review on this topic,
also presenting a new algorithm for exploiting common subexpressions, is [2].

It remains for a further study to analyze whether it is worth to branch
and / or apply LP pruning on the original variables only, or the auxiliary vari-
ables introduced for the common subexpression should also be considered. In
the computations presented here, all the variables are considered. In connection
with this idea, see also the next subsection. In a different context, Kearfott and
Hongthong [27] proposed a splitting strategy based on the structure of the DAG.
In particular, they discuss strategies determining subspaces in which to branch.



4.4 Problem specific splitting rules

Based on the splitting rule discussed in [3], extr22 and extr30 can be easily
solved (64 seconds / 1 split and 266 seconds / 3 splits, resp.) if variable x[3,22]
and x[3,30], resp., is split exclusively. It would be beneficial to find an algorithm
that is able to recognize this property of the problem by analyzing the structure
of the DAG. The above splitting rule is quite reasonable from engineering point
of view.

In case of benchmark homoazeo20, only the variables x[i,20] (i=1..C),
T[20] are split as long as their width is above 0.05 (relative width for T), then
all the x and T variables are appended to this set of variables to be split. This
splitting strategy is inspired by the advice of Professor Kolev (personal commu-
nication, 2005). As cited above in the previous subsection, it would be interesting
to see how the proposals of Kearfott and Hongthong [27] relates to these problem
specific splitting rules.

The homoazeo20 with D = 0.42 (bifurcation parameter) can be solved in
107 s. In case of the homoazeo40, all the three solutions are found by the local
solver in 9 s but completing the search procedure (proving that there are no more
solutions) is not yet possible in reasonable time. IPOPT is able to converge to the
solution corresponding to the unstable steady state from a poor starting point.
This demonstrates the power of the applied local search method: this solution
is missed by state-of-the-art methods dedicated to these problems even when
supplied with a good starting point [23].

4.5 Comparisons to other solvers

The authors believe that the difference between the machine and software en-
vironment used in the current study and the one that was used in [37] (both
PCs with Intel Pentium 4 at 2.6 GHz running Linux) is insignificant, thus the
computation time data can be compared in a fair way. Table 4 and 5 give the
computational efforts required to solve the benchmarks with (i) the proposed
method, (ii to iv) the latest version of ICOS [36] with / without Quad filtering
(search-quad.cfg, and search.cfg from [19], resp.) and the reported data in
[37], (v) a Branch and Prune solver based on the ILOG commercial implementa-
tion of box-consistency (data from [37]) and (vi) RealPaver [16] (data from [37]).

The authors should know more about the internal algorithms of the other
solvers to draw further conclusions. This black-box comparison of solvers does
not help to identify which component(s) of a particular solver is (are) responsible
for its efficiency / inefficiency on a particular benchmark. Even if the internal
algorithms of the solver are known, it is not trivial to find the reasons. As written
in the summary of [26]:
“An effective algorithm involves several acceleration techniques that interact.

Assessment of a particular technique would change depending on what other

techniques are present and when they are applied.”
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didrit 4 4 232 2 4 8 4(4) 59 12 4(4) 250160 348 4(4) 0.1 14.7

kinema 8 8 317 3 8 10 8(8) 48 13 15(12)
a

3338822 3466 8(8) 0.2 19.9

yamamura196 2
b

2 21 1 2 2 17(0) 314 29 0(0) 4264166 —c 2(1) 0.0 6.7

eco9 16 26 15009 76 16 451 5(4) 237 —c 17(2) 103206 104     n.t.
d

camera1s 16    (e) 16 (929)e 16(16) 328 24 0(0) 10044631 — 16(16) 1.0 28.9

camera1s_rev 16 20 833 19 16 38 0(0) 91737 — 0(0) 5617139 —     n.t.

geneigf 10 11 98122 389 10 3149 10(10) 453 30 10(10) 2250602 4116 10(10) 0.8 39.1

geneig_revf 10 11 2510 69 10 126 2(2) 628 — 0(0) 5394590 —     n.t.

lee 2 31 87172 979 2 3751 2(2) 56 20 0(0) 2050523 — 2(2) 0.3 27.1

lee_rev 2 3 231 19 2 36 0(0) 299 — 0(0) 1566166 —     n.t.

katsura7 44
b

48 23503 213 44 744 7(6) 722 — 214(77)
a

4579224 — 58(42) 1.7 686.9

katsura7_rev 44
b

56 17458 510 44 1020 12(12) 771 — 117(50)
a

1554010 —     n.t.

stewgou40 40 603 34166 1136 40 2128 2(2) 61 — 3(3) 928192 40(40) 1.6 924

Sols stands for the number of solutions. The numbers in brackets in the sols columns give the number of verified unique solutions.
The data for the proposed method are taken from Table 2; the results of the local search (if applied) are ignored in the splitting step. 
(a) Conflicting values. They may be caused by some compiler optimization or a bug in ICOS. 
(b) Not all solutions are verified. 
(c) The ‘—’ sign denotes time out at 7200 seconds. 
(d) Not tested in [37]. 
(e) Function evaluation fails later due to an implementation design flaw. However, all solutions are found by local search in 929 s 
(f) With initial intervals [ 10.0, 10.0] due to lack of information, likely to be different from [37]. 



Table 5. ICOS compared to different solvers as reported in [37]. The proposed method
is compared to ICOS in Table 4.

  ICOS with Quad filtering Box consistency (ILOG) Realpaver 

  Sols Ksplits Time (s) Sols Ksplits Time (s) Sols Time (s)

didrit 4(4) 0.1 14.7 4(4) 51.3 132.9 4 94.6

kinema 8(8) 0.2 19.9 15(7) 244 572.4 8 268.4

yamamura196 2(1) 0.0 6.7 0(0) 816.7 —a 0 —

camera1s 16(16) 1.0 28.9 2(2) 11820.3 — 0 —

geneig 10(10) 0.8 39.1 10(10) 290.7 868.6 10 475.6

katsura7 58(42) 1.7 686.9 231(42) 1858.5 11104.1 44 4671.1

stewgou40 40(40) 1.6 924 11(11) 3128.6 — 8 —

Ksplits stands for thousand splits. 

(a) The ‘—’ sign indicates time out at 8 hours. 

5 Conclusions and future work

In spite of the fact that the current implementation is still just in an initial
stage, difficult benchmarks are successfully solved in reasonable time. There is
still plenty of room for improvement. Integrating other consistency techniques
and state-of-the-art propagation methods [7, 58] into the solver is expected to sig-
nificantly increase both efficiency and robustness. The numerical results available
on the website of ALIAS [1] indicate that symbolic preprocessing and automatic

generation of redundant constraints to prune the domain of variables can speed
up the search procedure by several orders of magnitude in time.

Splitting rules exploiting solutions found by local search will be studied fur-
ther, e.g. separating already found solutions by splitting one component. Gaps
obtained with consistency techniques may also help. Kearfott and Hongthong
[27] proposed a splitting strategy based on the structure of the DAG; details of
this strategy will be examined and compared to the 4.4 Problem specific splitting

rules.
Pre- and post-solve phases are to be implemented, e.g. (pre-solve) appropriate

symbolic transformations, such as collecting common subexpression, and aggres-
sive consistency techniques on the root node, automatic generation of redundant
constraints for propagation as in ALIAS; (post-solve) procedure for verifying so-
lutions (such as Algorithm 13.3 VerificationStep in C-XSC [17], p. 299.) and
for discarding the cluster boxes. The latter post-solve procedure could also make
use of solutions found by local search. Making the solver rigorous by introducing
directed rounding is also planned.
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